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    Issue 2021/6                                                                 JUNE 2021



 CONTACT DETAILS                     EDITOR’S CORNER    

In view of Father’s Day being 20th June, my request is for 
MG dads to send in a photo of yourself, together with your 
son or daughter (and your MG of course).  You will note 
on the front page that Chris Champion and his son Richard 
have started the ball rolling.   Hopefully there will be more 
MG dads who will share their photos (old or new) with club 
members in the July newsletter.   

Contrary to the opinion that most MGs have ‘stood idle’ 
during the lockdown period, this has not been the case 
with our MG.   In March our TD took us to Knysna which 
is positively ‘MG country’.   After spending  2 wonderful 
weeks with family we stopped over in Ladismith on the 
return journey.   Lockdown has not prevented us from 
enjoying our MG and neither should it prevent any of our 
members from driving their MGs whenever they can.
Enjoy the fresh air, go on be daring........drop your hood, 
but not your guard!

There’s an interesting tale from Stuart Leach on pg.6 and 
Technical Talk on pgs.7 & 8.
  
Please send in your articles, reports or photos for the July   
newsletter by 23rd June.      
-  Fran 

                          “Integrity ~ the choice between what’s 
                           convenient and what’s right.”   - Tony Dungy

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Front page photos courtesy of Viv James:
   Top:           Chris Champion         -    1962 MGA 1600 MkII
   Bottom:    Richard Champion   -    1959 MGA Twin Cam
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Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are those 
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guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care is taken in compiling 
the contents of the newsletter the club, committee and officials assume no 
responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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    FROM THE CHAIR 

Yes it’s definitely time to get those winter woollies and electric blankets unpacked.  Temperatures 
have dropped noticeably in the last month and dry, sunny days are becoming a rarity.  All the 
more reason for you to make the most of these days and take your MG out for a drive.

Last month members enjoyed a scenic run followed by lunch at the Louisvale Wine Estate.  This 
run was very well attended and our thanks go to Colin and Carol Cromhout for arranging this 
outing - more details in the write-up.

The club Natter on 11th May was the first that we have had in 15 months, and it was perfect for
the current conditions - a low number of members with plenty of space meant that there was no 
crowding, and it was a most enjoyable evening being back in the Clubhouse catching up with 
friends whilst sipping on our favourite beverage!   

If regulations permit, the next Natter will be held on Tuesday the 8th June at 19h30, and I hope to 
see many of you there.  

Stay safe,

Shirley
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       OUT & ABOUT    

       
   

                                            

    
June        8th  Tuesday         Natter at CHC clubhouse @ 7.30pm limited to 30 members only.
                                              The first 30 to arrive will be let in.  All government protocols will be 
                                               adhered to, please make sure you have a mask. The bar will be open. 
               24th  Thursday       Veterans’ Run TBA
     

July       13th  Tuesday          Natter at CHC clubhouse @ 7.30pm limited to 30 members only.
              The first 30 to arrive will be let in.  All government protocols will be 
                                               adhered to, please make sure you have a mask. The bar will be open. 
               18th  Sunday          Club run TBA
                29th  Thursday       Veterans’ Run TBA
                 

August   10th  Tuesday        Natter at CHC clubhouse @ 7.30pm limited to 30 members only.
              The first 30 to arrive will be let in.  All government protocols will be 
                                               adhered to, please make sure you have a mask. The bar will be open. 
                15th  Sunday         Gymkhana
                26th  Thursday      Veterans’ Run TBA
  
  
     
 
 

 

  JUNE BIRTHDAYS

   1- Tinus de Jongh        
  6-  Jane Schonfeld,      Roger Tipping                 
10-  Andre Swanepoel,   Sasha Pats-Nougues
11-  Pieter Waker   
15-  Eddie Van Eeden                      
16-  Roger Bagshaw        
17-  Kevin Hodgson          
18-  Tony Greenwood       
23-  Beth James,      Rodney Squire-Howe                 
25-  Christa Andrag,  Les Wilson   
26-  Robin Rich                        
27-  Danie Marnewick        
29-  Joe Loedolff,      Darryl Dickerson
30-  Philip Roux,       Vic Matthews            
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     Veterans Run to Louisvale Wine Estate - 29th April 2021                                                                
 

    After all the lockdowns and restrictions since March 2020, I thought it was time to get things going again, so I 
    volunteered to organize a day out in the country with our MGs and fellow members.

    It started out as a rainy day and I was getting very nervous as we drove out to our meeting point, the N1 Engen 
    1-stop.  You can control most things, but the weather wasn’t having any of that.  Luckily, by the time we reached 
    our meeting point, the rain had stopped, just a very cold wind was blowing.

    Amazingly, the entries for this Veterans’ Run exceeded all my expectations and I ended up with 29 names on 
    my list of attendees.  I’m guessing that members were getting sick and tired of sitting around doing nothing, 
    while their MGs stood lonely in their garages.   

    The reaction between the members who had not seen each other for ages, was quite something to behold. 

    From the N1 Engen 1-stop we made our way through the outskirts of Stellenbosch and then into the spectacular 
    Devon Valley area, where the Louisvale estate is situated.  It is a beautiful estate with views to die for and a
    tasting room/restaurant with the most interesting architecture.

    After a brief introduction to their wines and explanation about the architecture, lunch was served and everybody
    started relaxing and enjoying the moment.  MGs in the parking area included: 1xTC   1xTD   2xMGA   3xBGT  
    3xB Roadster   2xTF and  4xnon-MGs.

    All in all, it was an enjoyable day out and great to see everybody again, not to mention all the boxes of wine
    I saw being packed into car boots.  Until the next Veterans’ run, MG regards.    - Colin Cromhout                                                              

                                  
                                 
                 
          

      
   

            Joan, Anne, Hilary, Neville, Bobbie, Jane & Neil

                          Rosa, Geoff, John, Victoria & Darryl

                                              

                                
  Janis, Gareth, Loraine, Dieter, Stuart & Pam                        
                                         

                      Loraine with her ‘sur-prize’ in the lucky draw 
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  Veterans’ run (with a difference) to Louisvale, Stellenbosch                                    
    
   This is the tale of a very talented and experienced member of the MG Car Club who gave his time and 
   expertise to assist a fellow member who was in a spot of bother.

   Ok, so let’s get the Mig ready for the Vets’ run next week!  The generator on the ‘A’ had just been repaired 
   and was reinstalled on Monday, 25th.  Engine was run and sounded good.

    Morning of 29th Pam and I set off for the run.  A short distance from the house, a short, quick, high pitched 
    squeal sound, as though the belt was slipping.  Nothing further, until we were well into the traffic, every now 
    and again the same sound.  On arrival at the meeting point I checked the fan belt and gave the motor a rev 
    and no sound, so decided to continue on the run.  Well, the now and again became a lot sooner until it was 
    again and again.  So we free wheeled where we could until we got to Louisvale restaurant.  On arrival I felt
    the generator and it was so hot I could scarcely touch it.  The generator had all but collapsed.

    We were very fortunate that we sat at the same table as Dieter & Loraine Reck.   I was discussing, with Dieter 
    what he thought could be used to connect the water pump to the crank pulley, as women don’t wear nylon 
    stockings any longer, which always was a good standby.  By doing this it would cut out the generator pulley 
    and the battery should have been enough juice to get us home.  Dieter said we should follow him home and 
    see what he could come up with.  On the way there I had decided if Dieter had room to park the car I would 
    remove the ‘darn dynamo’ and Uber home.
   
    On arrival at the Recks, Dieter helped me to remove the 
    genny and suggested he have a look at it.  So off to his
    workshop we go and he strips it in a matter of minutes 
     ~ and there was the offending blighter!
    The bush had been cut from what looked like ordinary 
    brass tubing.   It had worn paper thin and half of it had 
    disintegrated into a zillion pieces.  

    Dieter removed the remains of the bush and set about measuring the inside diameter of the housing and 
    diameter of the armature shaft.   Pencilled the measurements onto a pad stuck on the wall and went about 
    searching through his Pandora’s Box marked ‘bushes’.  I must say all the bushes were of the Oilite type which 
    is just what the doctor ordered.   One or two were found to be relatively close to the size required but the
    diameters were wrong.  The first thing he did was to find a steel bolt and machine it down to the exact size of
    the armature shaft.  This, I discovered was that when machining the inside diameter of the bush, which was
    done slowly with measurements been taken every so often, if his calculations were correct the bolt would fit
    as snug as a bug while the bush was still in the lathe.  Voila! right first time.  

    The outer diameter went a lot easier with measurements taken often (this was owing to the age of the machine, 
    the cutting tool was turned in manually).  Once the bush fitted flush in the housing it was then taken and fitted 
    over the steel bolt and punched in numerous places.  This produced expansion. The bush was then knocked 
    into the housing.  Dieter also established that one of the terminal fittings attached to inside of the outer casing 
    was broken and had ben ‘modified’.  Back to Pandora’s Box he went to find an old outer casing.  From that he 
    removed a terminal by using a soldering iron and fitted it to my housing using the correct original, brass rivet
    as used by the factory and soldering the wires in place.  

    Absolute Perfection.  Apart from having the generator repaired 
    it was an absolute privilege to watch a very talented and dare
    I say, patient engineer at work.  The generator was assembled 
    and tested for output.  That being satisfactory we moved the
    family cars around in order to push the ‘A’ into his garage, 
    where there was excellent light to assist refitting the ‘dynamo’.
    That done and tested, we left Somerset West at 22h20 and 
    drove home on the N2 praying that there would be no mishap.
    
    All went well - a huge thank you Dieter, you are one in a million.
   
                - Stuart Leach   
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   TECHNICAL TALK                                                                             
  

    

    
    What is all the fuss about?  Why worry about those rather dull looking bits of black rubber that frame those 
    shiny alloys on your MG?  Well, there are some rather good and compelling reasons in fact.  Perhaps most
    importantly, they form an essential contact between your car and the road.  They filter much of the road
    surface’s irregularities from the occupants, by absorbing bumps through the tyre’s side wall deflections, whilst
    also providing mechanical grip ensuring that you and your car keep on the road through rain and shine. 
    Depending upon how the tyre is constructed, you will also get varying amount of information being transferred 
    through to the steering wheel, providing the driver with essential information regarding grip and road surface.

    What tyres are fitted on your MG?  Three types of tyre were fitted to our MGs as standard over the 10 years of 
    production from 1995 to 2005.  If your MG has 15” wheels, MGFs on these rims were equipped with Goodyear
    NCT-3, whereas on MGTFs, Continental Premium Contacts were specified (probably because by then, the 
    NCT-3 had become obsolete).   In contrast, if you have 16” wheels, then you were much better served, with 
    standard fitment of Goodyear’s unidirectional F1’s (the now superseded GS-D2 model).  Interestingly, the 
    performance of the tyres fitted to 15” rims compared to those fitted to 16” are poles apart, as you might predict
    given the positions that each of these tyres hold in the respective manufacturer’s ranges and difference in price!

    Goodyear Touring NCT-3s are the only tyres that MG Rover recommended for the MGF equipped with 15” 
    wheels - and similarly for the Continental for the TF.   Following some reports of ill-handling with similar 
    specification tyres from other tyre manufacturers, this approach is unsurprising - and MG Rover issued a 
    warning that no other tyre should be fitted to the car.  Largely, this policy is to prevent confusion and ambiguity- 
    limiting any come back to MG and to the tyre fitters themselves.  Does this mean that no other tyre should be 
    fitted to the MGF or TF?  No - but the story isn’t as straightforward as it may at first seem.
    
    For starters, it must be noted (as mentioned above) that MG Rover themselves specify Goodyear F1 tyres for 
    MGFs fitted with 16” alloy wheels. So it would be inaccurate to assume that no other tyre would be suitable for
    the F on 15” rims.  What is interesting, however, is that it would appear that high performance tyres better suit
    the mid-engined roadster.  This observation was borne out by comments made by Vehicle Handling Solutions’ 
    (VHS) Alan Phillips, who was involved in the development of the MGF and more latterly TF suspension design.
    His comment was that all mid-engined cars appear to require a far stiffer side wall (than front-engined cars) 
    to promote predictable and reliable handling characteristics. Indeed, Toyota also recognised this - and with 
    Yokohama, developed the Advan tyre range specifically for the MR2, with specially reinforced sidewalls. 
    Unfortunately, Toyota prohibited Yokohama from supplying these tyres directly to MG Rover for OEM fitment - 
    but this doesn’t stop third party applications.  But as all Z-rated, high load tyres use heavily reinforced sidewalls, 
    these are the tyres to search out for use with the MGF and TF. The Goodyear F1 is one good example - and
    the Bridgestone S-02 another.

    However, Ultra-performance tyres bring with them a penalty: higher weight.  Based on vehicle performance and 
    weight loadings, MGF/TFs require only a V-rated tyres, and yet ultra-performance tyres have a far higher speed 
    rating and a Z-rating is typical.  This is not a problem per se, BUT because they are engineered to cope with far 
    higher velocities and often higher axle weight loads, they are also significantly heavier.  This can cause problems
    with excessive un-sprung weight, which will impact upon ride and handling.

    There are other issues too, but there is not space to cover them here (the Tyre bible has more information).
    Given that there are so many variables impacting upon a particular tyre’s suitability for the mid-engined MG, 
    how does one go about making an informed choice of tyre?  To aid with this process, a group of enthusiasts 
    conducted a recent survey on the MGF BBS - which has revealed some interesting options from a variety of 
    tyre manufacturers.

         Recommended tyre sizes  
 
      Front     Rear
           15” wheel styles   185/55* or 195/50   195/50 or 205/50*
           
           16” wheel styles   195/45**,  205/45  or  215/40*   205/45 or 215/40*
           Pressures (MG recommended): 1.8 bar  (26 psi)               2.0 bar  (28 psi)
       
         * = Standard tyre size for wheel rim               ** = Standard on front wheels of Trophy 160 and all MGTF

 
WHY WORRY ABOUT TYRES ?   
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   TECHNICAL TALK                                                                                                           
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  BLACK WIRE WHEELS ON MGS        
   
   I know that tastes differ, am I that different from other people?   For instance some people love the MGA 
   while other people love the MGB.  It is a matter of taste as both cars are beautiful and the same applies
   to the colour of your car.  I have seen some weird colours on cars which I would not be seen dead driving.

  The other day I was watching a TV programme called ‘Salvage Hunters – Classic cars’.  The programme is 
   very interesting and it involves two gents, Drew and Paul who buy a classic car, spend some money on it, 
   then sell it at a profit.   Drew is a well-known antique dealer in the U.K. ~ he is also the senior partner of the 
   two. 

  They bought a beautiful MGA Coupe in a light blue colour.  The car looked quite good, however they wanted 
  to spend some money on it to eventually sell it at a profit.  The first thing they did was to spray the roof Old 
  English White, which I can still go along with, although in my opinion, the car looked much better in blue overall.
  Then it was decided to fit wire wheels, which I agree with, as wire wheels make both the MGA and MGB look
  much better.  However, when Drew suggested they spray the wire wheels black, I nearly had a fit.  Black?  
  I could not believe what I was hearing, they went ahead, bought the wire wheels and had them sprayed black.  
  After fitting the wheels on the MGA it looked awful, I have never seen a MGA look as bad.  They were happy
  and took the car to be sold, that episode did not show if they managed to sell the car. 

  A few episodes later they bought a lovely MGC GT in a grey colour.  I must say the grey colour did not go with 
  the car.  They decided to respray the car in ‘Aston Martin green’ which was a nice colour.  Once more it
  was decided to fit wire wheels and again Drew suggested they spray the wire wheels black.  “What is wrong 
  with this man”, I thought to myself?   This time Paul put his foot down and said, ‘no way, black wire wheels will 
  not go with this Aston Martin green”.  Drew insisted but Paul went behind Drew’s back and bought a set of 
  chrome wire wheels to fit on the car.  When he showed the finished car to Drew with the chrome wire wheels, 
  Drew agreed that that car looked great.  I think that they found a willing buyer as the MGC GT looked great. 
 
  I cannot believe that there are people with such weird tastes i.e. spraying wire wheels black.  Maybe it is only 
  my taste but I am sure that all MG owners will agree with me ~ you do not spray wire wheels of your MG black. 
  I notice these days some modern cars come out with black mag wheels.  In my opinion these new cars look 
  awful and I will never drive such a car even if given to me free of charge.  What is wrong with people?  The
  only reason I can see why people have black wire wheels or black mag wheels on their cars is because they 
  are lazy and do not want to clean the brake dust off their wheels, something car owners have to do quite often. 

  There are weird people in the world or am I the weird one when it comes to the wheels and colour of cars?

   - Ronnie Grace

    
                                         

     



                  
      

                             
      
 

                                                                                 
     

     
          

   FOR SALE

    New  MG B GT  Chrome Bumper Rear Leaf Spring Part No:  AHC31    Price:  R1250.00
   Used MG B GT  Chrome Bumper Rear Leaf Spring Part No:  AHC31    Price:  R  350.00
   Contact:  Robin Rich (member) 021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538

   1960 MGA coupe   ~  Colour: Blue - Steel wheels, 1600 cc engine.  Spare front windscreen.
   2 Gear boxes.  Riley engine 1500 cc ???   Price:  R285,000
   Contact:  Keith Slade (member MG South Cape)  082 555 3010 ~ Plettenberg Bay 

   
   1960 MGA roadster  Colour: British racing green.   Restored but needs redoing.  
   1800cc MGB engine with 5 speed gearbox.  New spoke wheels and tyres.  
   New pvc hood and upholstery.   Price:  R300,000   
   Contact:  Keith Slade (member MG South Cape)  082 555 3010 ~Plettenberg Bay 

    
   
   
   WANTED

    Wood rim steering wheel for my 1972 MGB.   
    Contact:  Neville Wyness (member)  083 3079 936

    MGB parts 
    1.   GHN4 1970 LHD dashboard, original in steel.
    2.   GHN3 gearbox, 3 synchros, 5 bearings engine, with overdrive.
    Contact:  Florian Louyot (non-member)  072 965 0867 or email: florian.louyot@gmail.com

   Soft-top hood, frame and /or side windows for a MGA (1959).
   Contact: Lorne Hallendorff  (non-member) 082 728 3405 or email:  lornehallendorff@gmail.com

        These advertisements are placed for the benefit of MG Club members.   

                   The MG Club has no involvement in these advertisements and does not warranty 

                   the accuracy or content of the items listed.
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 Roger Manton sent a link to an interesting article on MGBs, this was published in the April 2020 
 edition of Classic Car Africa.
                    https://www.classiccarafrica.com/articles/resetting-the-standard/

   

    

  

        

    
    
                                   John Bulman sent in this photo of a new 
               MGB  ‘convertible’

      
        

                       
         
  

                 

      
 
  

       

        A young, dashing Neville Wyness 
       and his MG in an advert campaign. 

                 

                 

      
                               

      

                

                                        
       
                                             

                      Mosterts Mill - 1955                     Mosterts Mill - 2021 (after the devastating fire) 
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